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ETS, a carbon cap-and-trade system,
is an incentive-based regulation with a
stated intent towards the aviation in-
dustry of encouraging operators to
accelerate adoption of clean techno-
logies. This makes sense. Although the
aviation industry is a relatively small
polluter, its emissions are on a fast-
growth trajectory. That said, the EU
members states´ supposedly altruistic
support for ETS environmental goals
belies a uniting interest in the levy’s re-
venue-raising opportunity.
The EU´s ETS project has met severe
opposition since its inception particu-
larly from non-European airlines and
their state representatives. Self-inte-
restedly, these have opposed the cost
burden on flights associated with Eu-
ropean airspace. More sensibly, they
have questioned the logic of the EU´s
unilateral approach. A global consen-
sus is the more logical starting point.
But to that, the EU argues, its ETS is
the necessary catalyst for the ICAO to
get its act together.

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT
Away from the top table stand-off, bu-
siness aviation, responsible for a grand
0.04% of global man-made carbon
emissions, is feeling the pain from its
seemingly careless inclusion in ETS.
The industry’s associations have been

strenuous in their agreement on the
need to protect the environment
whilst advocating growth. But since
the outset, they have contested the
one-shoe-fits-all bundling of business
with commercial aviation. In more
than one way this has been discrimi-
natory towards their operators.
Not only is business aviation a small
part of total air transport, but its air-
craft’s much lower level of utilization
generates an emission level of just a
fraction that of scheduled aviation. Yet
the ETS calculation of carbon credit
allowances imposes an inverse bur-
den. Weighted on passenger load-ki-
lometer basis, the heavier and fully
loaded scheduled aircraft merit free
allowances of 85% in CO2 emission
credits, whereas the same rule means
business aviation operators get less
than 5% of their allowances for free.

EXEMPTIONS
There are exemptions for certain busi-
ness aviation aircraft, such as those
with take-off weight inferior to
5700kg, which exonerates Very Light
Jets. With sufficient proof, charter
operators generating less than 10,000
tons of emission annually, and those
operating fewer than 243 flights for
three consecutive four-month periods,
are also exempt. The flight activity

threshold is potentially a competitive
disadvantage for European business
aviation operators: non-European
based operators with few flights asso-
ciated with European airspace slip
under the net.
In November 2012 the ETS exemption
was widened as the EU stopped the
clock on the countdown to coverage
of all international flights connecting
to European airspace. The European
Commission members claim that their
brinkmanship worked. By year-end
the normally slothful ICAO was audi-
bly muttering about a global market-
based scheme. More to the point, a
trade war was brewing, with the US
passing a bill constraining its carriers
from ETS compliance. 

MONITORING, REPORTING 
AND VERIFICATION
The derogation of full ETS more or
less limits participation to European
operators; only operators with intra-
European activity are currently obli-
ged to maintain ‘Monitoring,
Reporting and Verification’ (MRV) of
all their emissions (the basis for sur-
rendering carbon allowances an-
nually). It turns out MRV is a major
administrative headache for business
aviation operators. Most operate fewer
than five aircraft and have no adminis-
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Any change in the ETS burden on business aviation?
In this major year for the unilaterally imposed Emissions Trading System (ETS),

the European business aviation industry, in particular, hopes the system will have
radically changed in scope and obligations on its operators by December 31st.
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trative overhead to spare for additio-
nal paperwork. 
In addition MRV imposes real and si-
gnificant costs. Operators are charged
to register their accounts, charged for
calling on Eurocontrol’s assistance,
and obliged to engage an indepen-
dent verifier to approve their submis-
sions. A small operator might expect
to pay EUR 10,000 in MRV fees, whilst
a medium size operator with 15 or so
aircraft can pay up to EUR 70,000 a
year. Failure to comply with MRV car-
ries penalties, sanctions, and potential
grounding of aircraft.

CARBON CREDIT MARKET
Indeed the EBAA reckons that the
cost of MRV easily exceeds the cost of
acquiring carbon credits for business
aviation. This is in part due to the col-
lapse of the carbon credit market;
cap-and-trade can work well in a
growth market but business aviation,

in Europe at least, has collapsed since
2009. The Commission forecasts a
market price of around EUR 30 for a
EU allowance unit (EUA), but by Ja-
nuary 2013 it was as low as EUR 2.81.
This translates into a few cents on a
gallon of jet fuel and is hardly an emis-
sion-cutting incentive.  
But the elephant in the room, when it
comes to business aviation, is that
most European operators are in any
case beneath the threshold for inclu-
sion in ETS. The average annual acti-
vity of the European business jet fleet
is below 500 hours, and, with its
highly fragmented operations, most
operators’ emission footprint falls
under 10,000 tons. 
Either the Commission overlooked the
industry’s operational reality, or recko-
ned it deserved no sympathetic hea-
ring on account of its luxury-styled
stereotype. Or more likely the Com-
mission and the European Parliament

had no idea of what to do about busi-
ness aviation so just threw it into the
all-inclusive stew. Business aviation is
well accustomed to bearing the colla-
teral damage of politicians’ incipient
rush to tax and regulate. But the dis-
criminatory encumbrance of MRV,
even when the results predictably de-
monstrate exemption, is salt in the
wound. 
The irony is that, whilst operators’ re-
cords are diffusely and uniquely main-
tained, Eurocontrol already has a
common access to all business jet mo-
vements within and associated to its
territories. In fact Eurocontrol proba-
bly has a more precise and complete
record that most operators have of
their own fleet movements. The ETS
administrators could easily run their
own MRV, and simply charge opera-
tors added Eurocontrol fees on the
basis of closely tracked activity-based
fuel consumption.

Business aviation far inferior emissions, as compared to scheduled aviation, should be more objectively taken into account
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airport touch points, aircraft segment,
type and mission purpose. With know-
ledge of aircraft fuel burn, the conse-
quent emissions can be mapped out.
The SET-based analysis supports the
European business aviation operators’
opposition to ETS: their emissions re-
lative to those of scheduled airlines
are demonstrably tiny; the majority of
aircraft are not flying enough to be se-
rious emitters; and the fleet’s activity
level suggests that the typically small-
size operator is well under the bar for
ETS inclusion. Will any of these indices
persuade the Commission to lighten
the load for business aviation in the
near future?

TEMPORARY STOP?
For the Commission, the countdown
clock has only temporarily stopped. It
would like to think it has put the ICAO
in the last chance saloon. Should ICAO
fail to kick-start a global replacement
to the European ETS, the Commission
promises the status quo ante from No-
vember. 
Conversely, the EU’s significant tra-
ding partners - the US, the Middle
East, India and China – see the dero-
gation as very much a permanent
clock-stop. Certainly ICAO will be en-
couraged to pull its finger out, but
there will be intransigent opposition to
any resumption of an all-inclusive Eu-
ropean ETS.
This could leave the EU in a difficult
position by the end of the year. So far
the ICAO has shown neither the intent
nor capability to animate a global
market mechanism to replace ETS.
Further drift would leave the intra-Eu-
ropean ETS as-is, although even this
status is legally suspect, since the EU
members state parliaments still need
to approve the original derogation
unanimously. 
The impasse might lead to an impro-
vement in the invidious position of Eu-

SMALL EMITTERS TOOL
To be fair, the Commission has equip-
ped Eurocontrol to offer a simplified
tracking tool for operators to calculate
their emissions. This, the Small Emit-
ters Tool (SET) was initially open to
operators with an estimated emission
of 10,000 tons or less. Under lobbying
pressure from the EBAA, the band has
now been raised to 25,000 tons. Fur-
ther assistance is offered, for a fee,
from the ETS Support Facility.
But the SET and its accompanying
Support Facility does not liberate ope-
rators from maintaining their own mo-
nitoring and reporting, and verification
still requires a third-party verification
exercise. The EU did not apparently
trust in the precision of its own flight
tracking facility’s capture of fuel
consumption. The EBAA endorsed its
use, but its operators have not taken
the opportunity to use it to demons-
trate their likely underweight emis-
sions. The evidence suggests that they
will contract out the task as far as pos-
sible to a fortunate cartel of approved
third party verifiers.

NOT ADEQUATE
It may be that the traditional and well-
developed application of ETS in the
industrial manufacturing sphere set
the bar on a similarly precise monito-
ring of aviation emissions. But exac-
ting does not always mean efficient. In
this instance, not only is the form-fil-
ling oppressive but its bureaucratic re-
quirements simply do not talk the
language of day-day flight operations. 
In its capacity as a specialist provider
of market intelligence on business
aviation activity, WINGX has used SET
to calculate and analyze carbon emis-
sions from business aviation flights in
January 2013. Every flight departure is
captured in publicly available Euro-
control sources, and can be monitored
in terms of provenance, destination,

ropean business aviation operators.
Quite possibly, to maintain an interim
ETS (and to save face whilst ICAO’s
cogs begin to turn), the Commission
would seek a more flexible accommo-
dation of ETS participants. Business
aviation operators would be able to in-
crease their exemption and loosen
their MRV obligations.

ETS IS HERE TO STAY
However, such a relatively happy out-
come to 2013 will require leadership
from within as well as luck without. The
ETS is here to stay in some form or
another (and will progressively cover
every business aviation operator). The
industry’s leading operators should
seize on the current uncertainty and le-
verage their collective influence. It
should not be too complex to demons-
trate the unnecessary burden of MRV,
and to suggest a sensible modification
of ETS for business aviation.
More broadly, the EU’s treatment of
business aviation is a stark reminder
that governments and regulators still
don’t get the sector. The luxury ste-
reotype is the default and it’s not an
easy one to overturn in the current
economic climate. The more the in-
dustry can remove that stigma, the
more business aviation’s transporta-
tion merits can be fairly evaluated
alongside those of scheduled aviation.
In that comparison, its far inferior
emissions should be more objectively
taken into account. !
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